Haystac
Robotic
Document
Separator

Advanced AI that transforms a large file into multiple
documents. Without separator sheets.
Scanned files often contain multiple
documents within. For example, a
mortgage loan file package contains
up to 100 documents. An insurance
claims file may contain forms, invoices,
receipts, ID documents. A medical file
could contain dozens of documents
from patient intake forms to X-rays. A
box of records might contain hundreds
of diverse documents.
To convert it from paper, the file is
scanned as a single batch and each
page becomes an image. To keep the
file intact, the individual pages are
saved into one large PDF.
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For a digital process to make sense of
the information contained within that
PDF, each document within it must also
be separated. This is a precondition of
document classification and data
extraction.
And for some files, the approval or
auditing workflow will need to know if
the file contains all the required
documents. In the mortgage file
example, federal loan forms, the
appraisal, income verification, proof of
insurance, etc. This cannot be verified
until document separation is
completed.

Stuck in the Last
Century?
Today, this document separation step is
still done the same slow, expensive and
mistake-prone way as it has been for over
30 years.

Files that need separated
Mortgage Loan Files
Patient Records
Insurance Claim Files
Contracts
Legal Case Files
Many more

Challenges with using
Separator Sheets
Slow
Error-prone
Inconsistent separation
Costs from 6 to 10 cents per
document

A worker must manually separate the file
into documents, then insert a separator
sheet between documents to instruct the
scanning software on the beginning and
end. After the batch is scanned, the sheets
are removed by a worker and re-used for
the next batch.
It's an incredibly tedious manual process
that is slow and prone to errors. Humans
get bored and miss a document here or
there, and as they tire their performance
degrades. And when it comes to deciding
where a document begins and ends,
humans are not consistent.
This is also a costly process. In addition to
the obvious labour costs, some business
process outsourcers and internal scanning
departments have been known to spend
tens of thousands of dollars each year to
print separator sheets.
The total cost of this process has been
estimated at 6 to 10 cents per document.
That adds up fast, even for small scanning
centers.
It's time for a better way. It's time for AI.

The Haystac Robotic Document Separator (RDS)
completely replaces the need for separator sheets,
and the human activity associated with them.
How RDS Works
1. Using a small number of your own files,
first fine-tune RDS.
2. Upload PDF files from your production
scan workflow into the RDS cloud or
the on-prem server (your choice). The
file can be any size and any number of
pages.
3. RDS reads the file and determines
where individual documents begin and
end.
4. RDS separates the documents and
saves them as individual files.
5. The results are sent back to the
workflow.
6. If exceptions are found, the corrections
are fed back into the RDS model so it
can continue to learn.

Under The Hood
There is some serious AI at work here.
RDS uses deep learning AI models that
were pre-trained on tens of thousands
of diverse documents.
This allows RDS to capture document
experience and to accumulate
knowledge, just like humans do.
The pre-trained models use transfer
learning so they can work with your
documents.
Good news: you don’t have to know a
thing about AI or data science to
operate RDS. We’ve hidden the magic
beneath the simple user interface.

Transform
Your Process
with Haystac
RDS

Benefits
Saves time and money
Eliminate separator sheets and the
human labor associated with them.

Faster time to solution
RDS trains on far fewer samples than
machine learning or rules-based
methods.

Consistency of document separation
The machine is consistent, while humans
are not.

Round the clock operation
Fully automated, runs 24x7 without any
breaks.
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Deployment
RDS is available as a cloud-based micro
service with RESTful APIs.
It can be easily integrated into your
document capture process.
An On Premise option is also available.

